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Abstract
Cloudsareextremelyimportantwith regardto thetransferof solar radiation at the earth's
surface. This study investigates Cumulus Solar Irradiance Reflection (CSIR) using ground-based
pyranometers. CSIR events are short-term increases in solar radiation observed at the surface as
a result of reflection off the sides of convective clouds. When sun-cloud observer geom.etry is
favorable, these occurrences produce characteristic spikes in the pyranometer traces-and solar
irradiance values may exceed expected clear-sky values. Ultraviolet CSIR events were
investigated during the summer of 1995 using Yankee Environmental Systems UVA-1 and
UVB-1 pyranometers. Observed data were compared to clear-sky curves which were generated
using a third degree polynomial best-fit line technique. Periods during which the observed data
exceeded this clear-sky curve were identified as CSIR events. The magnitude of a CSIR event
was determined by two different quantitative calculations. The MAC (magnitude above clear-
sky) is an absolute measure of the difference between the observed and clear-sky irradiances.
Maximum MAC values of 3.4 Wm "2 and 0.069 Wm "2 were observed at the UV-A and UV-B
wavelengths, respectively. The second calculation determined the percentage above clear-sky
(PAC) which indicated the relative magnitude of a CSIR event. Maximum UV-A and UV-B
PAC magnitudes of 10.1% and 7.8%, respectively, were observed during the study. Also of
interest was the duration of the CSIR events which is a function of sun-cloud-sensor geometry
and the speed of cloud propagation over the measuring site. In both the UV-A and UV-B
wavelengths, significant CSIR durations of up to 30 minutes were observed.
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1. Introduction
Currently, there is a great deal of interest in the shortwave radiation budget of the
atmosphere. Whereas satellite measurements have provided very narrow bounds on the total
r
solar absorption by the earth-atmosphere system, the partition of this absorbed energy between
the surface and the atmosphere is determined by differencing shortwave measurements at the
boundaries of an atmospheric column. Obtaining this residual accurately is an extremely difficult
task and recent attempts have yielded values that are at variance with theoretical estimates based
on the optical properties of the clear and cloudy atmosphere (Cess et al., 1995; Ramanathan et
al., 1995; Pilewskie and Valero, 1995).
One difficulty with interpreting solar transmission measurements is the large excursion in
the value of the transmitted irradiance when the sky is partly cloudy and there is reflection off
cloud sides into the fields of view of the measuring instrument. This phenomenon has been
termed Cumulus Solar Irradiance Reflection (CSIR) by Segal and Davis (1992) and in many
cases, the irradiance exceeds the corresponding clear-sky values for the same time of day. CSIR
events are usually short in duration, lasting up to an hour depending on cloud height, orientation
of the sun, and prevailing wind speed.
Previous studies specifically designed to examine CSIR events are few in number. Segal
and Davis (1992) have conducted research of CSIR events with regard to total shortwave flux,
while Mims and Frederick (1994) have documented CSIR in UV-B traces during the Hawaii
Ultraviolet Survey. A Japanese effort by Hayasaka et al. (1995) used aircraft to report the fluxes
above and below stratocumulus clouds. In the vicinity of the cloud wall, downward flux below
the cloud was larger than the downward flux above the cloud (i.e. clear-sky), indicating a CSIR
event. In all cases, irradiance measurements showed an increase over the expected clear-sky
values. While each of the aforementioned studies has CSIR in common, their differences lie in
the magnitudes (% above clear-sky values) of these events. In the Segal and Davis (1992) work,
peak shortwave enhancement was approximately 30%, while in Mims and Frederick (1994) the
UV-B flux exhibited a 29% peak increase at the surface in Hawaii. Japanese measurements
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showedincreaseson theorderof a few percent(Hayasakaet al., 1995). From theseresults,it is
unclearif the largevariation in CSIRenhancementis dueto thedifferencesin site location,sun
orientation,or atmosphericconditions.
,
Numerical models have also shown significant effects from cloud-side reflection.
However, large scale climate models use the plane-parallel approximation to represent the
atmosphere. This approximation assumes clouds to be flat plates with infinite or semi-inf'mite
horizontal extent. CSIR events occur during fractional cloud cover and involve reflection off of
clouds with significant vertical dimensions. Errors are introduced into the plane-parallel
approximation in situations where the cloud sides are illuminated by direct and diffuse radiation
(McKee and Cox, 1974; Davies, 1978; Weinman and Harshvardhan, 1982; Harshvardhan and
Thomas, 1984). As a result, various computational methods have been developed to incorporate
finite cloud schemes into these models to allow for the occurrence of cloud-side reflection.
Some examples of these schemes are described in Nack and Green (1974) or Harshvardhan and
Thomas (1984). Using these various finite cloud schemes, CSIR has been validated by
computational models. Nack and Green (1974) predicted CSIR events in the middle ultraviolet
spectrum, while Cahalan et al. (1994) showed significant increases in downward flux compared
to the plane-parallel model as a result of reflection off of illuminated cloud sites. Segal and
Davis (1992) and Hayasaka et al. (1995) used model data as a comparison tool with their
measurements. These model results also incorporated information on the horizontal extent of
CSIR from the boundary of the cloud. CSIR effects diminished with distance from the
cloud/clear-sky boundary but varied as a function of cloud height and zenith angle.
The impact of CSIR events on the daily shortwave receipt is not climatologicaUy
significant for normal continental locations. Random cloudiness creates significant shadowing
effects which dominate the daily integrated total. As expected, this total is less than the total for
a clear-sky situation on the same day. However, the short term increases in solar radiation could
still be considered important in regions with nonrandom cloudiness. Nonrandom cloudiness is a
repetitive feature in terms of time of day, location, and season and is usually a result of terrain-
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inducedthermalcirculations(WeaverandSegal,1988). In thesecases,SegalandDavis (1992)
suggesthat CSIR mayimpactsurfacevisibility, thedissipationof morning inversions,andplant
photosynthesis.Also, seriousbiologicaleffectsarepossiblewith increasedUV-B amountsat the
surfaceasaresultof cloudsidereflection(Mims andFrederick,1994).
The purposeof this study was to comparethe magnitudesof CSIR events in the
shortwave, UV-A, and UV-B wavelengthranges for a typical midlatitude location. The
measuredirradiance data were comparedto the clear-sky trace in order to determine the
magnitudesof the CSIR events for the wavelengthrangesin question. Ratios of observed
irradiance to clear-sky irradiance Werecalculatedfor eachradiative parameterto provide a
commonbasisfor comparison.CSIReventsweredenotedby ratioswhich hadmagnitudeslarger
than one. These ratios were then comparedwith the hope of determining differencesor
similaritiesin themagnitudeof CSIReventsin eachof thesolarspectralranges.
2. Instrumentation
Measurements were taken from the Purdue Rooftop Atmospheric Measurement Facility
(RARMF). This site has coordinates of 40.43 °N latitude and 86.92 °W longitude. The
instrument platform is located 210 meters above mean sea level. The RARMF rooftop supports a
variety of instruments. Of relevance here are the Weathertronics SW Pyranometer, Yankee
Environmental Systems UVA-1 and UVB-1 pyranometers and Vaisala laser ceilometer.
Ultraviolet CSIR events were investigated during the summer of 1995 using the Y.E.S.
pyranometers. The instruments use colored glass filters and UV-A and UV-B (depending on the
instnunent) sensitive phosphors to block portions of the solar spectrum not within the specified
wavelength range. The phosphor is then converted to visible (green) light where it is measured
by a solid state photodetector. The effective (measured) ultraviolet irradiance measured by either
pyranometer is a result of the convolution of the ultraviolet spectral distribution and the
pyranometer spectral response (Y.E.S. UVA-1 Operations Manual, 1991; Y.E.S. UVB-1
Operations Manual, 1991).
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Threedifferent methodsof absolute calibration were conducted by the manufacturer to
ensure accurate performance of the pyranometers. A spectral calibration was performed with a
Xenon arc lamp and a reference detector. Also, the sensors were placed outdoors and calibrated
with a standard UV pyranometer. Finally, the pyranometer output was compared to the
calculated UV values on a clear day, near solar noon. The Y.E.S. UVA-1 pyranometer is
designed with a spectral response of 320 to 400 nanometers and a sensitivity-of 0.063
Volts/Wm 2 of effective UV-A irradiance. The cosine response is +1% for zenith angles between
00-30 ° and +5% for angles between 00-60 ° (Y.E.S. UVA-1 Operations Manual, 1991). The
specifications of the Y.E.S. UVB-I pyranometer are quite different than that of the UVA-1
instrument. The spectral response ranges from 280 to 330 nanometers, however, the conversion
factors used in processing the raw data reduced the effective wavelength interval to the standard
UV-B range from 280 to 320 nanometers (Y.E.S. UVB-1 Operations Manual, 1991). The
sensitivity of the UVB-1 pyranometer is highly dependent on zenith angle, unlike the UVA-1
instrument and conversion factors were applied for the particular zenith angle (Y.E.S. UVB-1
Technical Note 93-01).
Under operating conditions, it was discovered that during the nighttime hours the
irradiance measurements varied significantly from zero. The nighttime pattern of error correlated
well with the diurnal temperature pattern. A temperature correction was therefore applied, using
the Purdue University Airport temperature measurements since temperature was not recorded at
the rooftop site. This ambient temperature correction was subsequently used for all CSIR data.
3. CSlR Methodology
The enhancement effects of a CSIR event are highly variable and may or may not
significantly increase surface irradiance. However, with the proper sun-cloud sensor geometry,
cloud-side reflection will increase total global flux above clear-sky values. For a ground-based
measurement system, the pyranometer will be illuminated by the direct component of the sun's
radiation during a CSIR event. In addition, there will be some diffuse radiation from a cloud side
impinging on the instrument. The increase in radiation measured at the surface as a result of
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CSIRis dependenton theamountof diffuse radiationscatteredinto the solid anglesubtendedby
theprojectionof thecloud-sideareanormalto thesensor.
Therearemany factorswhich affect themagnitudeof the CSIRradiation enhancement.
Through model simulations,Segaland Davis (1992) suggestedthat the magnitude of cloud
reflection eventsincreaseswith increasingcloud height and decreasingzenith angle.. This is
reasonablesincethelargertheareaof the illuminatedcloud side,the largerthe normalprojection
relativeto thepyranometer.This, in turn,will increasethe solid angleencompassingthe diffuse
radiationscatteredfrom thecloud. Also, increasingthezenithangleincreasestheeffectivecloud
fraction due to cloud geometry,asdiscussedby Harshvardhanand Thomas(1984). At some
critical zenith angle,cloud elementswill begin to shadowone another,cutting off the surface
from any direct componentof solar radiation and eliminating the possibility of CSIR events.
Other factors affecting CSIR magnitude include cloud optical depth, atmosphericaerosol
concentration,andatmosphericolumnozone.
The first stepin the investigationof cloud-sidereflectioneventswas to determinelikely
dayson which this phenomenonmay occur. June,July, and August 1995were inspectedfor
possibleCSIRfor severalreasons.Higherzenithanglesprovidedfor more favorable reflection
geometry and reducedthe possibility of shadowingeffects from adjacent clouds. Summer
monthsalso havehigh solarirradiancevaluesat the surface,which madefor morepronounced
CSIR events. The most pronouncedvertical cloud development,and therefore larger CSIR
magnitudes,was expectedduring the summer months due to favorable dynamic forcing
processesandhigheramountsof atmosphericwatervapor.
Fourdifferentcriteriawereusedin determiningif aparticulardayexhibitedCSIRevents.
1. Significantpositivespikesaboveclear-skyvaluesexistedin theRARMF pyranometerdata.
2. Scatteredcloudconditionswerereportedin thevicinity of theRARMF.
3. CloudspassedovertheRARMF.
4. No hazewasreportedin conjunctionwith thescatteredclouds.
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Thesecriteria were verified by the inspectionof the daily pyranometerdata, hourly surface
observationsfrom thePurdueUniversityAirport and half-hourly visible GOES satellite images.
The most crucial part in the investigation of CSIR events, other than ensuring the
accuracy of the measurements, was the development of the clear-sky curves with which the
observed data could be compared. In previous studies (Segal and Davis, 1992; Mims and
Frederick, 1994), observed pyranometer data were used from a clear-sky day adjacent to the
exhibiting CSIR events. However, clear-sky days are rare over West Lafayette due to the
summertime synoptic conditions typical of mid-latitude locales. This being the case, a modified
method from Frederick and Snell (1990) was used to generate the clear-sky curves. Frederick
and Snell composed clear-sky traces for climatological purposes using half-hourly averages of
ultraviolet irradiance over the span of a month. Then for a fixed time, each day of the month was
compared and the largest irradiance value was selected. These maxima were deemed the clear-
sky values for the month and composited into a single curve.
Using this basic concept, clear-sky curves were created for the shortwave, UV-A, and
UV-B wavelength ranges corresponding to each of the seven days selected for this study. The
accuracy of the traces was crucial because it would greatly affect the calculation of the CSIR
magnitudes. However, instead of generating curves using an entire month of data, two or three
select days were used. Table 1 lists the CSIR days chosen for this study and the days used to
create the corresponding clear-sky curves. It should be noted that a number of the CSIR days
were used in the composite process as they provided a substantial contribution to their own
corresponding clear-sky traces.
Instead of the half-hour averages used by Frederick and Snell (1990), RARMF instrument
data was averaged over 10 minute intervals. The days used in the composite were chosen
because either part of the day provided clear-sky conditions or the variability in irradiance caused
by scattered cloud conditions would be smoothed in the averaging process. The corresponding
10 minute bins from each day were then compared and the largest values were selected for the
clear-sky curve. Using the maximum values did create a problem in instances where the actual
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CSIR daywasusedin the compositingprocess.In thesecases,the 10minuteaveragesdid not
totally eliminate the CSIR eventsfound in the pyranometerdata. Therefore, someof the
maximumvalueswerelargerthantheexpectedclear-skytrace. Negativespikesalsoappe_edin
thecompositecurvesif cloudinesswaspresentatthesametimefor eachday. Figure 1 showsan
exampleof a clear-skytracegeneratedfrom three daysin August, 1995. The problemsof
lingering CSIReffectsandcloud relatedunderestimationareclearlyevidentbetween14 and 16
EST. Themajor drawbackwith usingthe compositetechniqueis that thetime-averagesof real
datadonotproducea smoothclear-skycurvenecessaryfor theanalysisof CSIRmagnitudes.
In order to correct for this smoothnessproblem, the composite trace was further
processedusingbest-fit curve techniques. It waspossibleto eliminatespikesin the clear-sky
curvesby fitting abest-fit line to theaveragedirradiancedata. Howeverattemptingthis for data
in the form of Fig. 1 (irradiancevs. time) would still producean asymmetricaland potentially
non-smoothtrace. As a result, irradiancemeasurementswereplotted versusthe cosineof the
zenithangleasshownby Fig. 2. Also illustratedin thefigureis thethirddegreepolynomialbest-
fit line correspondingto the plotted data. This best-fit line procedurewas applied to the
shortwave,UV-A, andUV-B dataon all sevenCSIRdaysandrelatedclear-skyirradianceto the
cosineof the zenithangle. Zenithanglesaveragedover2 minuteswereusedin thebest-fit line
equationsto generatethe correspondingclear-skyirradiances. The resultingcurveswere then
used in the final comparisonwith the observeddata. Fig. 3 showsthe curve from Fig. 1
superimposedwith final clear-skytracegeneratedfrom thebest-fit line technique.Thenext step
in thestudywastheevaluationof theCSIRmagnitudes.
4. CSIR Events
The analysisof the CSIRphenomenonwasconductedby comparingobservedRARMF
datawith thegeneratedclear-skycurves.Sevendays,listedin Table1,from thesummerof 1995
exhibitedcloud reflectioncharacteristicsof CSIRandwereanalyzedin this study. Inspectionof
GOESvisible satelliteimagesshowedtheregionalextentof thecloudswhich affectedtheWest
Lafayetteareaat aselectedtimeduringwhichCSIReventsoccurred.With theexceptionof July
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3, scatteredfair weathercumuluscloudswerepresentin the vicinity of the RARMF during the
CSIR events.On July3, a cirrusdeckcoveredtheareabutsurfaceobservationsindicatedlightly
scatteredcloudsatlow altitudes.
J,
The RARMF Vaisala laser ceilometer provided a more localized source to determine if
clouds were present over the West Lafayette area, and the RARMF in particular. The
determination of cloud base height for scattered clouds proved to be inaccurate so the eeilometer
was only used to detect the passage of clouds over the RARMF which could have produced the
CSIR events recorded by the RARMF pyranometers. Figure 4 shows the ceilometer trace for
July 18. The ceilometer data for each day was compared with the shortwave pyranometer traces
from the corresponding day. In general, there was good temporal correlation between the cloud
data and the occurrence of shortwave CSIR.
4.1 Results
CSIR events occurred when the observed RARMF fluxes in the total shortwave, UV-A
and UV-B wavelength ranges exceeded the expected surface values at a specific time of day.
Figure 5, 6 and 7 show the shortwave, UV-A and UV-B irradiances, respectively for July 18 and
clear-sky irradiances generated by the technique mentioned previously. Other days also showed
CSIR phenomena to varying degrees.
The most obvious feature seen when comparing the plots between the different
wavelength ranges for each day is that the relative magnitudes of the total shortwave CSIR events
are markedly larger than those observed in the UV-A and UV-B wavelengths. This result was to
be expected due to the diffuse nature of the radiation at the ultraviolet wavelengths. UV-A and
UV-B radiation is scattered much more efficiently by atmospheric aerosols and air molecules
compared to the entire shortwave spectrum. This being the case, the cloud side is not illuminated
as strongly by the direct component of the ultraviolet irradiance. The reduction in irradiance
from the direct sun-sensor path also reduces the amount of radiation preferentially scattered
towards the pyranometer by the cloud resulting in reduced CSIR magnitudes. An extreme
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example on August 15 (not shown) showedpronouncedCSIR eventsoccurring in the total
shortwavebutappearingonly minimallyin theUV-A andwereabsentin theUV-B wavelengths.
In everycaseexcept for July 18, all significantCSIR activity occurredat solar noon,
which is approximately12:58EST for WestLafayette,or during the afternoonhours. This can
be linked to thesummertimeskyconditionswhich mostlikely evolvedin a similar manneron all
sevendays. Themorningsweregenerallyclearallowing for thereceiptof themaximumamount
of solarradiationat the surface. As is typical in mid-latitudesummers,this inducesconvective
activity which resultsin scatteredcumulusconditionsthroughoutherestof theday.
4.2 MAC and PA C Calculations
The CSIR events can be depicted quantitatively using two measures m magnitude above
clear-sky (MAC) and percentage above clear-sky irradiance (PAC). Positive values of MAC and
PAC correspond to CSIR events; PAC allows a comparison of CSIR events between different
wavelengths. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show MAC and PAC for the three wavelength intervals for
July 18, corresponding to Figures 5, 6, and 7. As mentioned earlier, the clear'sky traces were
generated using a third degree polynomial best-fit line. The clear-sky curve did not approximate
the observed irradiances well at low sun angles and this systematic discrepancy is apparent in all
MAC traces. The error appears as two artificial CSIR events near sunrise and sunset. Since the
absolute magnitude of the irradiance is small, these errors can be ignored. In order not to swamp
the PAC curves with these spurious data, PAC values in excess of 50% are not plotted. This
threshold was large enough to include all daytime CSIR events. Table 2 lists the maximum
MAC values for each of the CSIR days and each of the wavelength ranges studied. The PAC
values are not the maximum values observed for that day but are the magnitudes which are
associated with the maximum MAC events in the adjacent column. It should also be noted that
the maximum MAC values in each wavelength range are independent of one another and do not
necessarily correspond to the same CSIR event.
All MAC and PAC calculations correspond to the observed RARMF data averaged over
2 minutes. However, larger MAC and PAC values would be expected using the instantaneous
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data. The largest shortwaveMAC occurredon July 18 with a value of 151.5 Wm -2 and a
corresponding PAC of 16.6%. Recall that Segal and Davis (1992) performed their study on the
shortwave spectrum, and while they did not publish quantitative statistics, they estimated .their
largest MAC at 250 Wm 2 with a PAC of approximately 30%.
In general, the MAC and PAC values encountered by Segal and Davis (1992). were
expected to exceed those generated using the RARMF data. Segal and Davis conducted their
study in Colorado under the influence of deep convective clouds, in contrast to the fair weather
cumulus encountered over West Lafayette in this study. One of the most important factors in
determining the magnitude of CSIR events is cloud size. While the exact sun-cloud-sensor
geometry was not known in this or the Colorado study, the large differences in MAC values were
most likely due to the significant difference in cloud conditions.
The largest total shortwave PAC value was observed on July 18 at 16.6%. The
significance of the PAC calculation is to determine the relative intensity of a CSIR event.
Because the PAC is a ratio, the larger PAC values were not necessarily found near solar noon and
could be expected throughout the day. This is contrary to the maximum MAC values, which
were mostly observed around midday, the time of maximum insolation. For the most part,
however, the larger shortwave PAC values did correspond closely with the larger shortwave
MAC events.
The ultraviolet wavelengths, while exhibiting the effects of CSIR, showed greatly
reduced MAC and PAC values compared to the shortwave. The maximum observed PAC
magnitudes were 10.1% and 7.8% for the UV-A and UV-B, respectively. Mims and Frederick
(1994) observed a peak PAC of 29% around solar noon which is substantially larger than the
maximum value recorded from the RARMF. The Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii, where Mims
and Frederick observed this UV-B PAC value, is located 3.4 kilometers above sea level. At this
height, the air column density is much less than the corresponding value encountered in West
Lafayette. Air molecules are the principal scatterers of UV radiation and this lower air column
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densityabovethe MaunaLoa Observatoryresultsin a much larger amountof UV-B radiation
beingtransmittedto the instruments.
Oneof the objectivesof this studywasto comparethemagnitudesof theultraviolet and
shortwaveevents. Table3 providesthe samemaximumtotal shortwaveeventsascited in Table
2 but the ultraviolet MAC and PAC valueswere generatedfrom the UV-A and UV-B. CSIR
events correspondingto the total shortwaveevents. From Table 3 it is evident that the
magnitudesof theultraviolet CSIRaresomewhatvariablefor similar shortwaveconditions, For
example,total shortwaveMAC andPAC valuesarealmost identicalfor the daysof July 3 and
July 19; however,the UV-A PAC calculationson July 19exhibiteda 1.3%smallermagnitude
but a4.5%largervalue in theUV-B. Also, the last threedaysin Table3 showthatnoultraviolet
CSIReventswereobservedin conjunctionwith significant total shortwaveevents. Becausenot
muchwasknownaboutthe actualcloudstructureassociatedwith theseevents,it is possiblethat
cloud geometrymay have influencedthis variability in ultraviolet CSIR magnitudes. Also,
ultraviolet radiation is very sensitiveto atmosphericaerosolconcentrationand the UV-B, in
particular, to ozone column amounts. Theseatmosphericvariablesare strongly affectedby
synopticconditionsandmaychangesignificantlyduring the day. Changesin thesefactorsmay
manifestthemselvesasvariationsin theultraviolet clear-skycurves. If theconditionsduring the
actualCSIR day areslightly different than thosewhich occurredin the compositingdays,the
clear-skycurve will underestimateor overestimatethe actual clear-skyconditions. This will
inherentlyaffect theMAC andPACcalculations.
SegalandDavis (1990)suggestedthat CSIReventsmusthavelargedurationsin orderto
be climatologically significant. On average,the datafrom the Coloradosites exhibited CSIR
durationsof up to anhour with pronouncedCSIR eventslastingbetween15 to 30 minutes. A
major factor in theselong durationswas the orographicallyinduced,non-randomcloudiness
occurringnearthe measurementsites. The duration of a CSIR event is a function of the sun-
cloud-sensor geometry and the speed of cloud propagation. The CSIR events at West Lafayette
were generally short lived but at all three wavelength ranges, CSIR durations of up to 30 minutes
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were observed. While these durations are similar in magnitude to those reported by Segal and
Davis (1990), the values of the mean PAC were smaller due to less favorable cloud conditions.
5. Discussion , .'
The magnitudes of the CSIR events observed by the RARMF pyranometers proved to be
significant during scattered cumulus cloud conditions. The main objective of this study was to
quantitatively determine the relationship between shortwave and ultraviolet CSIR events.
Theoretically, ultraviolet reflection should produce smaller CSIR at the surface due to the
increased diffuse radiation impinging on the sides of clouds. The pyranometer data supported
this conclusion with shortwave PAC magnitudes averaging 8.4% and 10.5% larger than the
values calculated in the UV-A and UV-B regions respectively. However, the ultraviolet PAC
magnitudes did not exhibit a consistent pattern relative to the shortwave magnitudes. As was
discussed earlier, CSIR events of the same shortwave magnitude, occurring at the same time of
day, corresponded to varying CSIR behavior in the UV-A and UV-B wavelengths. This is also
evident in Table 2. Reasons for this behavior could be related to the sensitivity of ultraviolet
radiation to the geometry of clouds or to the sensitivity of the generated clear-sky curve to
changes in aerosol concentration and ozone column amounts.
The time durations of the RARMF CSIR events, while significant in magnitude, did not
suggest major climatological implications. In Colorado, Segal and Davis (1992) encountered
non-random cloudiness due to the orographic nature of the region. The significance of this type
of cloudiness has two effects: increased duration of CSIR events and CSIR development at
approximately the same time of day. While CSIR did occur at around noon for the seven days in
this study, the durations were only half of those recorded in the Colorado study. Also, significant
shadowing effects associated with the random nature of the scattered cumulus over West
Lafayette further reduced the climatological impact of CSIR measured by RARMF pyranometers.
Moreover, only seven days in the months of June, July and August were found to contain CSIR.
Seasonal and possibly even monthly averages would smooth the effects caused by cloud
reflectance. This indicates that under normal circumstances, the elevated levels of UV-A and
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UV-B irradiancethat occur under scatteredcloud conditions may not be of concern. This
assumesthat it is thetime integrateddosethatis biologicallysignificant. However,if peakdoses
areof concern,thenCSIReventsshouldprobablybeconsidered.
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Table 1. List of CSIRdays(mm-dd-yy)andthedaysusedto createtheir correspondingclear-sky
CHIVES.
CSIR Days
07-03-95
07-17-95
07-18-95
07-19-95
07-30-95
08-01-95
08-15-95
Wavelength Ranges Available
SW, UV-A, UV-B
SW
SW, UV-A, UV-B
SW, UV-A, UV-B
Clear-Sky Composite Days
07-02-95, 07-08-95
07-18-95, 07-19-95
07-18-95, 07-19-95
07-18-95, 07-19-95
SW, UV-A, UV-B 07-29-95, 07-30-95, 07-31-95
SW, UV-A, UV-B
SW, UV-A, UV-B
07-29-95, 07-30-95, 07-31-95
08-12-95, 08-13-95, 08-14-95
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Table2 Maximum MAC valueswith associatedPAC magnitudes.
CSIRDay
07-03-95
07-17-95
Shortwave UV-A UV-B
MAC
(Wm
0.0
MAC PAC
(Wm 2) (%)
130.1 14.1
129.4 14.2
151.5 16.6
130.4 14.3
102.6 16.2
89.2 10.6
60.6 7.7
MAC PAC
(Wm -2) (%)
3.2 10.1
missing missing
3.4 8.7
2.5 6.4
1.1 3.0
0.6 1.8
0.2 2.4
missing
0.069
PAC
(%)
0.0
07-18-95
07-19-95 0.064 7.7
07-30-95 0.031 3.3
07-31-95 0.0 0.0
08-15-95 0.0 0.0
missing
7.8
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Table 3 Total shortwaveandultravioletMAC andPACvalues
correpsondingto themaximumtotal shortwaveCSIReventduring
eachday.
CSIRDay
07-03-95
07-17-95
Shortwave UV-A UV-B
MAC
(win -2)
0.0
MAC PAC
(Wm -2) (%)
130.1 14.1
129.4 14.2
151.5 16.6
130.4 14.3
102.6 16.2
89.2 10.6
60.6 7.7
MAC PAC
(Wm -2) (%)
2.9 7.5
missing missing
2.4 6.1
2.4 6.2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
missing
O.069
PAC
(%)
0.0
07-18-95
07-19-95 0.04 4.5
07-30-95 0.0 0.0
07-31-95 0.0 0.0
08-15-95 0.0 0.0
missing
7.8
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Compositedclear-skyshortwaveirradiancecurvein Wm "2 using pyranometer data
from August 12-14, 1995.
Figure 2. Composited shortwave data from Figure 1 in Wm "2 plotted versus the cosine of
the solar zenith angle. The solid curve is a third degree polynomial best fit line
for the composited data. _-
Figure 3. Comparison of composite and best-fit line clear-sky generation techniques for the
data from August 12-14, 1995.
Figure 4. RARMF Vaisala laser ceilometer data from July 18, 1995 showing cloud base
height.
Figure 5. Comparison of clear-sky and observed RARMF total shortwave irradiance in
Wm -2 for July 18,1995.
Figure 6. As in Figure 5 but for UV-A.
Figure 7. As in Figure 5 but for UV-B.
Figure 8. Total shortwave MAC (Wm "2) and PAC (percentage) for July 18, 1995.
Figure 9. As in Figure 8 but for UV-A.
Figure 10. As in Figure 8 but for UV-B.
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